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Our Vision 
Diamond Hall Junior Academy aims to provide an inspiring, inclusive, challenging and real-world curriculum 
that the children will enjoy. Inspiring future thinkers, innovators and problem solvers in an environment that 
stimulates and supports high quality learning. To ensure that all learners exceed their potential 
academically, socially, emotionally and spiritually with their families, in their communities as well as the 
wider world ensuring they become ambitious lifelong learners. 

 

Principles and Purpose 
Our curriculum has been customised, personalised and structured so that the development of knowledge, 
skills and vocabulary is completed in a systematic and logical sequence, with big ideas being reintroduced 
throughout Key Stage in a variety of projects, making links between subjects and content. The curriculum is 
organised to support pupils growing depth of learning using a project based, thematic approach, it provides 
children with a range and breadth of rich and memorable learning experiences which promotes SMSC and 
British Values. 
When designing our curriculum, we have ensured a well-planned program which recognises the knowledge 
and skills, pupils will need for later life taking into consideration our diverse community and local ship 
building, pottery and coal mining heritage. 
Diamond Hall Junior Academy places the community at the heart of all it does, we strive to leave a legacy of 
future learners for generations to come. 
 

Aims 
• Develop the purpose and value of their learning and see its relevance to their past, present and 

future.  
• Opportunities to enrich children�s lives through a broad and diverse range of exciting 

experiences. 
• Make meaningful links between subjects. 
• Develop children�s skills, knowledge and understanding of a range of themes and concepts.  
• Develop a rich and deep subject knowledge. 
• Make effective connections to the real world. 
• Help children to think both systematically and creatively to solve problems.  
• Develop children�s capacities to work independently and collaboratively.  
• Enable children to make informed choices about their learning. Taking into account children�s 

interests and fascinations.  
• Make a positive contribution to the school and local community.  

 

Our approach: 
• Develops children to the best of their abilities  
• Helps children to find their passions and interests 
• Facilitates children’s acquisition of knowledge, skills and understanding 
• Helps children to develop intellectually, emotionally, socially, physically and morally  
• Assists all children in becoming resilient, independent, responsible, useful, confident and 

considerate members of the community 
• Promotes a positive attitude towards learning, so children enjoy coming to school 
• Helps children to acquire essential knowledge and skills as a solid basis for lifelong learning 
• Creates and maintains an exciting and stimulating learning environment  
• Ensures that each child’s education has continuity and progression  
• Enables all children to contribute positively within a culturally diverse society  
• Promotes innovation and entrepreneurialism 
• Opportunities to learn in different environments. 



  



History Intent 
A high-quality history education will help pupils gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s 
past and that of the wider world. It should inspire pupils’ curiosity to know more about the past. Teaching 
should equip pupils to ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, and 
develop perspective and judgement. History helps pupils to understand the complexity of people’s lives, the 
process of change, the diversity of societies and relationships between different groups, as well as their own 
identity and the challenges of their time.   

The national curriculum for history aims to ensure that all pupils:  
 

• know and understand the history of these islands as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the 
earliest times to the present day: how people’s lives have shaped this nation and how Britain has 
influenced and been influenced by the wider world  

• know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider world: the nature of ancient 
civilisations; the expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristic features of past non-
European societies; achievements and follies of mankind  

• gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as ‘empire’, 
‘civilisation’, ‘parliament’ and ‘peasantry’  

• understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, 
difference and significance, and use them to make connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, 
frame historically-valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written 
narratives and analyses  

• understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make 
historical claims, and discern how and why contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past 
have been constructed 

• gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts, 
understanding the connections between local, regional, national and international history; 
between cultural, economic, military, political, religious and social history; and between short- 
and long-term timescales.  

  
History skills will be taught as an integrated part of a theme-based curriculum, with skills being applied in 
relation to each class’ current topic.   
 
To ensure children’s learning experience we provide additional tools for the children to learn and retain the 
knowledge taught.  These include: 

Knowledge Organisers: Children have access to key knowledge, language and meanings to understand 
History and to use these skills across the curriculum.  

Knowledge Walls: History Knowledge Walls throughout school focus on key knowledge, vocabulary and 
questions and exemplify the terminology used throughout the teaching of History, BV and SMSC, and enable 
pupils to make links across the wider curriculum.  

Subject specific vocabulary: Identified through knowledge organisers and knowledge walls These words are 
fundamental to children’s understanding and constantly revisited throughout the unit and beyond. 

Class timelines: Timelines are available in classes and are school.  There are used for children to understand 
the context on their learning and how this compares to previous time periods. 

Books: Children will have constant access to a wide variety of subject specific fiction and non-fiction books, 
available in history lessons, other lessons and in the class book area  

Use of artefacts: Each topic is enhanced with a topic box from Durham Learning Resources.  These include a 
range of artefacts for children to explore and investigate. We believe that handling real objects enhanced the 
children’s historical knowledge, understanding and skills.  

Assessment: Class teachers assess children’s understanding in History and this is then recorded in topic 
books. Gaps are minimised by revising the content in knowledge organisers.  



 



 

 

Curriculum Overview with History Implementation 
 

Year Three Autumn (1) Autumn (2) Spring  Summer (1) Summer (2) 

 

     

 Scrumdiddlyumptious Rocks, Relics and Rumbles Through the Ages Urban Pioneers Emperors and Empires 

HISTORY Use a range of historical resource 
materials to find out more about the 
man, James Lind.  
 

Discover why Mary Anning’s 
discoveries were so important. 
Explore the history of Pompeii 
Exploring primary and secondary 
sources. 

Stone Age 
A prehistoric visit 
Everyday life in the Stone Age 
Stone Age tools 
Stone Age settlements 
 
Bronze Age 
Everyday life in the Bronze Age 
Metal working 
Wealth and power 
Amesbury Archer 
 
Iron Age 
Cause and effect of Iron Age Britain 
Invention and ingenuity 
Hillforts and homes 
Celtic warriors 
Celtic beliefs 
Chronology of all the ages 

Use a range of historical source 
materials to research the history of 
their town or city, finding out why it 
developed, what major events have 
happened there, when the first 
settlers arrived, whether it has been 
affected by significant disease such as 
plague or cholera and the key 
industries that have helped it grow.. 
Research the history of a prominent 
city centre building such as a 
cathedral, church, city hall or train 
station. 
 

Founding of Ancient Rome 
First invasions of Britain 
Boudicca’s rebellion 
Hadrian’s Wall 
Life in a Roman fort 
Roman invention and ingenuity 
Roman towns in Britain 
Writing historical reports 

 
  



Year Four Autumn (1) Autumn (2) Spring  Summer (1) Summer (2) 

 

     

 I Am Warrior! Traders and Raiders  Misty Mountain, Winding River Road Trip USA! 1066 

HISTORY Visit to Segedunum. Vindolanda / 
Housesteads 
Chronology of the Roman Empire 
A gladiator’s life 
Roman numerals 
What the Romans did for us 
 

Timeline of dates of significant events 
in the period of history between AD 
410 and 1066 
Explore the everyday life of Anglo-
Saxon settlers. 
Research Viking life, such as ships, 
weapons, life for women and children, 
famous Vikings, homes, farming, 
warriors, explorations and treasures. 
Viking beliefs about death and the 
afterlife 
Research the first Viking invasions of 
Britain 
Story of Alfred the Great’s battle 
against the Viking army in January AD 
871 

 Find out about the Native American 
Iroquois tribe. 
USA Iconic people – timeline 
Explore Chief Seattle’s speech from 
1854 
 

Who is Harold Godwinson? Who will 
present the best case and persuade 
the Witan that they should be the 
next king? 
Create a picture timeline that 
sequences the events of the year 
1066. 
Plan a Norman day. 
Draw a class diagram to show and 
sequence of the battle what 
happened and where. 
Find out what the Domesday Book 
was and why it was commissioned by 
William. 
What did the Normans do for us? 
 

 
  



Year Five Autumn (1) Autumn (2) Spring  Summer (1) Summer (2) 

 

     

 Off With Her Head Sow, Grow, Farm Pharaohs Firedamp and Davy Lamp Scream Machine 

HISTORY Sequence a Tudor timeline from the 
Battle of Bosworth (1485) to the death 
of Elizabeth I (1603) 
Research Henry’s marriages 
Find out where Henry VIII lived and 
study the rooms and decor. 
What happened to Anne and why she 
was accused of crimes. 
Research Tudor crimes and 
punishment 
Write a response from Anne’s 
perspective after judgement 
Why did henry break from the 
catholic church? 
Character profile of henry’s children 

Investigate Dig for Victory Discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb 
Timeline to show how ancient 
Egyptian civilisation developed 
Role of an Egyptian pharaoh 
Research mummification and after 
death rituals 
Explore why historians use a range of 
sources 
Use a range of historical source 
materials to find out what ancient 
Egyptians believed happened after 
they died 
Book of the Dead – what was it and 
why was it important? 
Ancient gods – what their role was 
and what they looked like 
Events the led to the death of 
Cleopatra 
What the ancient Egyptians 
contributed to world history 
 

Visit a mining museum and see where 
generations of coal miners worked. 
Investigate the history of coal mining 
in the UK 
Create a chronology of mining 
How was coal linked to the industrial 
revolution? 
Coal powered inventions 
Use evidence and sources to research 
the Oaks colliery disaster and 
Sacriston disaster in 1940 
Investigate loss of life at Sacriston 
colliery 
The end of an era – Sacriston colliery 
closes – why? 
Compare similarities and differences 
of miners strikes 
Interview a local miner 
 

 

 
 

  



Year Six Autumn (1) Autumn (2) Spring  Summer (1) Summer (2) 

 

     

 Fallen Fields A Child’s War Frozen Kingdoms Darwin’s Delights Hola Mexico! 

HISTORY Describe the causes and 
consequences of a significant event in 
history. 
Significant events of the First World 
War 
Significant people of WWI 
Warring nations 
The Christmas Truce 
How was food on the home front 
different to food in the trenches? 
Significance of poppies 

Timeline showing major events of the 
Second World War between 1939 to 
1945. 
Use a range of historical resources to 
find the dates for events  
Use a selection of historical source 
materials including photographs and 
first-hand accounts of The Blitz 
Explore the characteristics of World 
Leaders during WW2 
School during the war years 
Similarities and differences between 
Jewish and German children during 
the war 
Impact of homelessness after the war 

Explore the events along the timeline, 
highlighting the dates of significant 
events. 
Identify some of the factors that 
affected Scott’s ill-fated Terra Nova 
expedition life and the lives of others. 
Shackleton’s Endurance expedition 
Invite the children to discuss their 
perspective of this historical event 
Carry out an investigation to present a 
detailed account of the Titanic 
disaster. 

Who was Charles Darwin? 
Significant people – Mary Anning 
 

Research ancient Maya civilisation 
including cities, governments, forms 
of writing, numerical systems, 
calendars, architecture, art, religion, 
inventions and social structures, many 
of which have influenced the world 
over the last 5000 years and can still 
be seen in society today. 
 

 

 

  



History Progression – Learning Intention and Knowledge 
 

	 	 	  Year	3	 Year	4	 Year	5	 Year	6	
Comparison	 Compare	and	contrast	

	  
Explain	the	similarities	and	differences	between	two	periods	of	
history.	Throughout	history,	common	areas	of	human	concern	
include	the	need	for	food,	survival,	shelter	and	warmth;	the	
accumulation	of	power	and	wealth	and	the	development	of	
technology.	

THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	
	

	

Compare	and	contrast	two	civilisations.	Characteristics	of	a	
civilisation	include	cities,	government	or	leadership,	forms	
of	writing,	numerical	systems,	calendars,	architecture,	art,	
religion,	inventions	and	social	structures.	The	form	these	
characteristics	take	can	be	similar	or	contrasting	across	
different	civilisations.	

TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	
1066	
	

	

Compare	and	contrast	an	aspect	of	history	across	two	
or	more	periods	studied.	Aspects	of	history	that	can	
be	compared	and	contrasted	include	rulers	and	
monarchs,	everyday	life,	homes	and	work,	technology	
and	innovation.	

OFF	WITH	HER	HEAD	
PHARAOHS		

Compare	and	contrast	leadership,	belief,	lifestyle	or	
significant	events	across	a	range	of	time	periods.	
Common	aspects	of	history,	such	as	leadership,	belief,	
lifestyle	and	significant	events,	are	features	of	
different	historical	time	periods.	Many	of	these	
threads	have	features	in	common,	such	as	the	
invasion	of	a	country	by	a	leader	and	an	army,	but	
may	also	have	differences,	such	as	the	success	of	an	
invasion.	
	
FALLEN	FIELDS	
A	CHILD’S	WAR	

Humankind	 Everyday	life	 	  Describe	the	everyday	lives	of	people	from	past	historical	
periods.	Stone	Age	life	is	defined	by	the	use	of	stone	for	making	
tools	and	weapons	and	the	transition	from	the	hunter-gather	
lifestyle	to	farming.	Bronze	Age	life	is	defined	by	the	use	of	
metals,	including	bronze,	to	make	tools,	weapons	and	objects,	and	
the	creation	of	large	settlements	and	social	hierarchy.	Iron	Age	
life	is	defined	by	the	use	of	metals,	including	iron,	to	make	
stronger,	more	effective	tools	and	weapons	and	fine,	decorative	
objects.	Farming	became	more	efficient	and	religion	was	an	
important	part	of	life.	

THROUGH	THE	AGES	

Describe	everyday	life	in	ancient	Rome,	including	aspects,	such	as	
jobs,	houses,	buildings,	food	and	schooling.	Aspects	of	everyday	
life	in	a	Roman	town	include	the	use	of	the	forum	for	decision-
making;	shops	and	market	places	for	trade;	family	life,	including	
the	different	roles	and	lifestyles	of	men	and	women;	slavery	and	
life	in	a	Roman	fort.	

Describe	the	'Romanisation'	of	Britain,	including	the	impact	of	
technology,	culture	and	beliefs.	Romanisation	occurred	when	
Roman	beliefs,	technology	and	culture	were	adopted	by	Britons	
after	the	invasion	of	AD	43.	Life	became	Romanised	in,	or	near,	
newly	built	Roman	towns	and	forts,	especially	in	the	south	of	
England.	The	Romans	introduced	urban	living	and	road	networks,	
cleanliness	in	the	form	of	running	water	and	bath	houses	and	
new	beliefs	in	Roman	gods	and	goddesses,	and	later,	Christianity.	

EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	

Describe	the	'Romanisation'	of	Britain	including	the	impact	
of	technology,	culture	and	beliefs.	The	influences	of	Roman	
civilisation	on	Britain	include	the	building	of	roads,	houses	
and	villas	with	technology,	such	as	underfloor	heating;	the	
building	of	forts	and	fortified	towns;	the	use	of	language	and	
numbers	in	the	form	of	Roman	numerals	and	the	spread	of	
Christianity.	

Create	an	in-depth	study	of	an	aspect	of	British	history	
beyond	1066.	Key	aspects	of	British	history	include	the	rise,	
fall	and	actions	of	the	monarchy;	improvements	in	
technology;	exploration;	disease;	the	lives	of	the	rich	and	
poor	and	changes	in	everyday	life.	

I	AM	WARRIOR!	
1066	

	

Explain	how	everyday	life	changed	for	people	after	
invasion.	Societies	are	changed	by	an	invasion	in	
many	ways,	including	the	adoption	of	religion,	
culture	and	language;	the	structure	and	uses	of	
settlement;	opportunities	for	trade	and	the	
destruction	of	previous	belief	systems	and	ways	of	
life.	

OFF	WITH	HER	HEAD	
PHARAOHS	
	

	

Evaluate	the	human	impact	of	war	or	conflict	on	the	
everyday	life	of	a	past	or	ancient	society.	War	can	
cause	damage	to	buildings	and	property;	kill,	injure	
and	oppress	people	or	change	people's	beliefs,	way	of	
life	and	identity.	

FALLEN	FIELDSA	CHILD’S	WAR	

	



	 Hierarchy	and	power	 	  Describe	the	roles	of	tribal	communities	and	explain	how	this	
influenced	everyday	life.	Tribal	communities	appeared	around	
4000	years	ago	in	Britain	and	supplanted	the	hunter-gather	
lifestyle.	Communities	created	permanent	settlements	made	up	of	
a	number	of	families,	farmed	to	produce	food,	made	and	used	
pottery,	developed	tools	and	weapons	and	created	burial	mounds	
and	monuments.	

THROUGH	THE	AGES	

Describe	the	hierarchy	and	different	roles	in	past	civilisations.	
Ancient	Rome	had	a	clear	hierarchy.	Over	time,	it	was	ruled	by	a	
king,	a	group	of	men	called	the	senate	and	an	emperor.	Below	the	
rulers	in	the	hierarchy,	Roman	society	was	split	into	upper	class	
patricians	and	equites	who	owned	land	and	had	powerful	jobs.	
Lower	class	plebeians'	and	freemen	were	citizens	of	Rome	who	
earned	their	own	money.	They	had	a	variety	of	jobs	and	some	
were	legionary	soldiers	in	the	Roman	army.	Slaves	were	at	the	
bottom	of	the	hierarchy.	They	were	the	property	of	their	owners	
and	had	no	freedom.	Some	were	auxiliary	soldiers	in	the	Roman	
army.	

Describe	the	significance	and	impact	of	power	struggles	on	
Britain.	After	the	Roman's	successful	invasion	of	Britain	in	AD	43,	
there	were	many	power	struggles	as	the	Romans	tried	to	take	
control	of	Celtic	lands	and	people.	These	struggles	were	
significant	because	many	tribes,	such	as	the	Picts	in	Caledonia,	
and	key	leaders,	like	Boudicca	in	England,	refused	to	obey	Roman	
rule.	These	power	struggles	caused	conflict,	death	and	
destruction	in	the	short	term,	and	in	the	long	term	they	changed	
the	way	of	life	of	for	the	Celts	who	were	defeated.	

EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	

Describe	the	hierarchy	and	different	roles	in	ancient	
civilisations.	Hierarchy	structures	in	ancient	civilisations	
include	(from	most	to	least	powerful)	a	ruler;	officials,	
nobles	or	priests;	merchants,	workers	and	peasants	and	
slaves.	

I	AM	WARRIOR!	
1066	

	

Describe	the	significance	and	impact	of	power	
struggles	on	Anglo-Saxon	Britain.	The	Viking	invasion	
and	Anglo-Saxon	defence	of	England	lead	to	many	
conflicts.	In	AD	878,	the	Anglo-Saxon	king,	Alfred	the	
Great,	made	peace	with	the	Vikings,	who	settled	in	
Danelaw	in	the	east	of	England.	Over	time,	the	Anglo-
Saxons	defeated	the	remaining	Viking	rulers	and	the	
Vikings	in	England	agreed	to	be	ruled	by	an	Anglo-
Saxon	king.	

Describe	and	explain	the	significance	of	a	leader	or	
monarch.	Leaders	and	monarchs	have	changed	the	
course	of	history	in	a	variety	of	ways,	including	
invading	other	countries;	oppressing	groups	of	
people;	advocating	democracy;	inspiring	innovation	
or	introducing	new	religious	or	political	ideologies.	

FALLEN	FIELDS	
A	CHILD’S	WAR	
	

	

	 Civilisations	 	  Describe	how	past	civilisations	or	people	in	Britain	developed	
during	the	Stone	Age,	Iron	Age	and	Bronze	Age.	The	lives	of	
people	in	the	Stone	Age,	Bronze	Age	and	Iron	Age	changed	and	
developed	over	time	due	to	the	discovery	and	use	of	the	materials	
stone,	bronze	and	iron.	These	developments	made	it	easier	for	
people	to	farm,	create	permanent	settlements	and	protect	their	
land.	

Describe	the	achievements	and	influence	of	the	ancient	Romans	
on	the	wider	world.	The	growth	of	the	Roman	Empire	spread	the	
influence	of	Roman	culture,	technology	and	beliefs	to	North	
Africa,	the	Middle	East	and	Europe.	Their	achievements	include	
the	development	of	trade,	building	towns,	creating	a	road	system,	
the	use	of	the	Latin	language	and	the	spread	of	Christianity.	

Describe	ways	in	which	human	invention	and	ingenuity	have	
changed	how	people	live.	Human	invention	and	ingenuity	have	
changed	the	living	conditions,	health,	safety,	quality	of	life	and	
cultural	experiences	of	people	over	time	and	throughout	the	
world.	Examples	include	the	development	of	tools,	the	discovery	
of	antibiotics,	the	writing	of	Shakespeare	and	the	Industrial	
Revolution.	

THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	

Describe	the	significance	and	impact	of	power	struggles	on	
Britain.	The	Viking	invasion	and	Anglo-Saxon	defence	of	
England	led	to	many	conflicts.	In	AD	878,	the	Anglo-Saxon	
king,	Alfred	the	Great,	made	peace	with	the	Vikings,	who	
settled	in	Danelaw	in	the	east	of	England.	Over	time,	the	
Anglo-Saxons	defeated	the	remaining	Viking	rulers	and	the	
Vikings	in	England	agreed	to	be	ruled	by	an	Anglo-Saxon	
king.	

TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	
	
Create	an	in-depth	study	of	the	characteristics	and	
importance	of	a	past	or	ancient	civilisation	or	society	
(people,	culture,	art,	politics,	hierarchy).	The	characteristics	
of	the	earliest	civilisations	include	cities,	government,	
language,	writing,	customs,	numerical	systems,	calendars,	
architecture,	art,	religion,	inventions	and	social	structures,	
all	of	which	have	influenced	the	world	over	the	last	5000	
years.	
	
I	AM	WARRIOR!	
1066	
ROAD	TRIP	USA	

	

Create	an	in-depth	study	of	the	characteristics	and	
importance	of	a	past	or	ancient	civilisation	or	society	
(people,	culture,	art,	politics,	hierarchy).	The	
characteristics	of	ancient	civilisations	include	cities,	
government,	language,	writing,	customs,	numerical	
systems,	calendars,	architecture,	art,	religion,	
inventions	and	social	structures,	all	of	which	have	
influenced	the	world	over	the	last	5000	years.	

PHARAOHS	

	

Describe	and	explain	the	common	traits	and	motives	
of	leaders	and	monarchs	from	different	historical	
periods.	Common	traits	include	personal	charisma;	
strong	beliefs;	the	right	to	rule,	including	by	
democratic	vote	or	the	divine	right	of	kings,	and	
personal	qualities,	such	as	determination	and	the	
ability	to	communicate.	Motives	include	birthright;	
the	desire	to	acquire	land,	money	and	natural	
resources	or	the	defence	of	personal,	religious	or	
political	beliefs.	

Describe	some	of	the	greatest	achievements	of	
mankind	and	explain	why	they	are	important.	A	great	
achievement	or	discovery	may	be	significant	because	
it	affects	the	lives	of	other	people	or	the	natural	
world;	moves	human	understanding	forward;	rights	
wrongs	and	injustices	or	celebrates	the	highest	
attainments	of	humans.	

A	CHILD’S	WAR	
FROZEN	KINGDOMS	
DARWIN’S	DELIGHTS	
HOLA	MEXICO	
	

	

	



Change	 Changes	over	time	 	  Summarise	how	an	aspect	of	British	or	world	history	has	changed	
over	time.	Aspects	of	history	that	can	change	over	time	include	
rule	and	government,	jobs,	health,	art	and	culture,	everyday	life	
and	technology.	

SCRUMDIDDLYUMPCIOUS	
THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	

	

Answer	and	ask	historically	valid	questions	about	changes	
over	time	and	suggest	or	plan	ways	to	answer	them	Changes	
over	time	can	happen	rapidly	or	slowly	and	are	affected	by	
the	desire	for	people	to	change,	their	beliefs,	the	availability	
of	resources	and	technology,	and	social	and	economic	
circumstances.	

I	AM	WARRIOR!	
TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	
1066	

	

Frame	historically	valid	questions	about	continuity	
and	change	and	construct	informed	responses.	
Continuity	is	the	concept	that	aspects	of	life,	such	as	
rule	and	government,	everyday	life,	settlements	and	
beliefs,	stay	the	same	over	time.	Change	is	the	
concept	that	these	aspects	either	progress	and	
become	bigger,	better	or	more	important,	or	decline	
and	become	smaller,	worse	or	less	important.	

OFF	WITH	HER	HEAD	
FIREDAMP	AND	DAVY	LAMPS	
	

Describe	the	causes	and	consequences	of	a	significant	
event	in	history.	The	causes	of	significant	events	can	
be	long-term	and	revolve	around	set	ideologies,	
institutions,	oppression	and	living	conditions	or	
short-term,	revolving	around	the	immediate	
motivations	and	actions	of	individuals	or	groups	of	
people.	These	long	and	short-term	causes	can	lead	to	
a	variety	of	consequences	for	individuals,	small	
groups	of	people	or	society	as	a	whole.	

FALLEN	FIELDS	
FROZEN	KINGDOMS	

	 British	history	 	  Describe	how	a	significant	event	or	a	significant	person	in	British	
history	changed	or	influenced	how	people	live	today.	Significant	
events	or	people	in	the	past	have	caused	great	change	over	time.	
They	have	influenced	how	people	live	today	because	they	have	
formed	countries	and	boundaries;	created	buildings	and	objects	
that	are	still	used	today;	helped	to	improve	health,	knowledge	
and	understanding	through	scientific	research	and	discovery	and	
provided	inspiration	for	the	way	people	should	live.	

THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	
ROCKS,	RELICS	AND	RUMBLES	

	

Describe	a	series	of	significant	events,	linked	by	a	common	
theme,	that	show	changes	over	time	in	Britain.	Individual	
events	linked	to	themes,	such	as	the	rise	and	fall	of	the	
monarchy,	uprisings	and	rebellions,	great	inventions	and	
crime	and	punishment,	all	show	changes	in	British	life	over	
time.	

TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	

	

Create	an	in-depth	study	of	an	aspect	of	British	
history	beyond	1066.	Key	aspects	of	British	history	
include	the	rise,	fall	and	actions	of	the	monarchy;	
improvements	in	technology;	exploration;	disease;	
the	lives	of	the	rich	and	poor	and	changes	in	everyday	
life.	

OFF	WITH	HER	HEAD	
FIREDAMP	AND	DAVY	LAMPS	
	

Debate	the	significance	of	a	historical	person,	event,	
discovery	or	invention	in	British	history.	Significant	
people,	events,	discoveries	or	inventions	can	affect	
many	people	over	time.	Examples	include	the	
invasion	of	a	country;	transfer	of	power;	
improvements	in	healthcare;	advancements	in	
technologies	or	exploration.	

FALLEN	FIELDS	
A	CHILD’S	WAR	
FROZEN	KINGDOMS	
DARWIN’S	DELIGHTS	
	

	 Chronology	 	  Sequence	dates	and	information	from	several	historical	periods	
on	a	timeline.	Dates	and	events	can	be	sequenced	on	a	timeline	
using	AD	or	BC.	AD	dates	become	larger	the	closer	they	get	to	the	
present	day.	BC	dates	become	larger	the	further	away	they	get	
from	the	present	day.	The	year	0	AD	marks	the	birth	of	Christ	in	
the	Gregorian	calendar.	

URBAN	PIONEERS	
THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	
	

Sequence	significant	dates	about	events	within	an	historical	
time	period	on	historical	timelines.	Key	changes	and	events	
of	historical	periods	can	be	placed	on	a	timeline,	such	as	the	
dates	of	changes	in	leadership,	key	battles	and	invasions,	
achievements,	scientific	developments	and	deaths.	

I	AM	WARRIOR!	
TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	
1066	
ROAD	TRIP	USA	

Sequence,	and	make	connections	between,	periods	of	
world	history	on	a	timeline.	Different	world	history	
civilisations	existed	before,	after	and	alongside	
others.	For	example,	the	ancient	Sumer	existed	from	
4500	BC	to	1990	BC	and	the	ancient	Egyptians	from	
3100	BC	to	332	BC.	

PHARAOHS	

Articulate	and	present	a	clear,	chronological	world	
history	narrative	within	and	across	historical	periods	
studied.	Timelines	demonstrate	the	chronology	and	
links	between	key	civilisations,	events	and	significant	
inventions	in	world	history.	

A	CHILD’S	WAR	
DARWIN’S	DELIGHTS	
	

	 	 	  	 	 	 	

Significance	 Significant	events	 	  Explain	the	cause	and	effect	of	a	significant	historical	event.	The	
causes	of	a	significant	event	are	the	things	that	make	the	event	
happen	and	directly	lead	up	to	the	event.	The	consequences	of	a	
significant	event	happen	after	the	event	and	can	be	short-term,	
such	as	people	being	killed	in	a	battle,	or	long-term,	such	as	the	
change	in	language	and	society	after	an	invasion.	

THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	
ROCKS,	RELICS	AND	RUMBLES	
	

Explain	in	detail	the	multiple	causes	and	effects	of	a	
significant	historical	event.	Every	significant	historical	event	
has	a	cause	or	a	number	of	causes,	such	as	the	need	for	
power	and	wealth,	retaliation	for	past	wrongs,	the	need	to	
improve	quality	of	life	or	the	occurrence	of	natural	
disasters,	such	as	earthquakes.	The	consequences	are	the	
outcomes	of	an	event,	such	as	changes	in	power,	people	
being	killed	or	displaced	during	war,	improvements	in	
quality	of	life	or	damage	and	destruction	from	a	natural	
disaster.	

1066	
ROAD	TRIP	USA	

Explain	why	an	aspect	of	world	history	is	significant.	
Aspects	of	history	are	significant	because	they	had	an	
impact	on	a	vast	number	of	people,	are	remembered	
and	commemorated	or	influence	the	way	we	live	
today.	

OFF	WITH	HER	HEAD	
PHARAOHS	
	

Present	a	detailed	historical	narrative	about	a	
significant	global	event.	Historical	narratives	can	
include	descriptions	of	long	and	short-term	causes	
and	consequences	of	an	event;	highlight	the	actions	
of	significant	individuals	and	explain	how	significant	
events	caused	great	change	over	time.	

A	CHILD’S	WAR	
FROZEN	KINGDOMS	
	



	 Significant	people	 	  Devise	or	respond	to	historically	valid	questions	about	a	
significant	historical	figure	and	suggest	or	plan	ways	to	answer	
them.	Historically	valid	questions	relate	to	aspects,	such	as	
significance;	time	and	chronology;	continuity	and	change;	
comparing	and	contrasting	or	cause	and	consequence.	

SCRUMDIDDLYUMCIOUS	
ROCKS,	RELICS	AND	RUMBLES	
EMPERORS	AND	EMPIRES	

Construct	a	profile	of	an	significant	leader	using	a	range	of	
historical	sources.	A	profile	of	a	leader	can	include	their	
significant	achievements,	the	events	in	which	they	played	a	
part,	the	opinions	of	others	about	the	person	and	the	
positive	or	negative	consequences	of	their	actions.	

I	AM	WARRIOR!	
TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	
1066	
ROAD	TRIP	USA	

Explore	and	explain	how	the	religious,	political,	
scientific	or	personal	beliefs	of	a	significant	
individual	caused	them	to	behave	in	a	particular	way.	
Beliefs	can	prompt	an	individual	to	take	action,	such	
as	to	fight	for	change,	fight	wars,	oppress	or	free	
individuals	or	groups	of	people,	create	temples	and	
tombs	and	protest	against	injustice.	

OFF	WITH	HER	HEAD	
PHARAOHS	
	

Examine	the	decisions	made	by	significant	historical	
individuals,	considering	their	options	and	making	a	
summative	judgement	about	their	choices.	Decisions	
can	be	made	for	a	variety	of	reasons,	including	belief,	
lack	of	options,	cultural	influences	and	personal	gain.	
Decisions	are	influenced	by	the	cultural	context	of	the	
day,	which	may	be	different	to	the	cultural	context	
today,	and	should	be	taken	into	account	when	
making	a	judgement	about	the	actions	of	historical	
individuals	
	
FROZEN	KINGDOMS	
DARWIN’S	DELIGHTS	

Creativity	 Report	and	conclude	 	  Make	choices	about	the	best	way	to	present	historical	accounts	
and	information.	Historical	information	can	be	presented	as	a	
narrative,	non-chronological	report,	fact	file,	timeline,	
description,	reconstruction	or	presentation.	

URBAN	PIONEERS	
THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	

	

Present	a	thoughtful	selection	of	relevant	information	in	a	
historical	report	or	in-depth	study.	Relevant	historical	
information	can	be	presented	as	written	texts,	tables,	
diagrams,	captions	and	lists.	

I	AM	WARRIOR!	
TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	
1066	
ROAD	TRIP	USA	

Explore	the	validity	of	a	range	of	historical	reports	
and	use	books,	technology	and	other	sources	to	check	
accuracy.	Sources	of	historical	information	can	have	
varying	degrees	of	accuracy,	depending	on	who	
wrote	them,	when	they	were	written	and	the	
perspective	of	the	writer.	

PHARAOHS	

	

Think	critically,	weigh	evidence,	sift	arguments	and	
present	a	perspective	on	an	aspect	of	historical	
importance.	Sources	of	historical	information	should	
be	read	critically	to	prove	or	disprove	a	historically	
valid	idea	by	setting	the	report	into	the	historical	
context	in	which	it	was	written,	understanding	the	
background	and	ideologies	of	the	writer	or	creator	
and	knowing	if	the	source	was	written	at	the	time	of	
the	event	(primary	evidence)	or	after	the	event	
(secondary	evidence).	

A	CHILD’S	WAR	
FROZEN	KINGDOMS	

	 	 	  	 	 	 	

	 Communication	 	  Use	historical	terms	to	describe	different	periods	of	time.	
Historical	terms	to	describe	periods	of	time	include	decade,	
century,	millennia,	era,	AD,	CE,	BC	and	BCE.	
	
Ask	well	composed	historical	questions	about	aspects	of	everyday	
life	in	ancient	periods.	Well	composed	historical	questions	begin	
with	statements,	such	as	'how',	'why'	and	'to	what	extent'	and	
should	be	based	around	a	historical	concept,	such	as	cause	and	
effect,	significance	or	continuity	and	change.	
	
THROUGH	THE	AGES	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	

Use	more	complex	historical	terms	to	explain	and	present	
historical	information.	Historical	terms	include	abstract	
nouns,	such	as	invasion	and	monarchy.	
	
I	AM	WARRIOR!	
TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	
1066	

	

Articulate	and	organise	important	information	and	
detailed	historical	accounts	using	topic	related	
vocabulary.	Historical	terms	include	topic	related	
vocabulary,	which	may	include	abstract	nouns,	such	
as	peasantry,	civilisation,	treason,	empire,	rebellion	
and	revolt.	
	
OFF	WITH	HER	HEAD	
SOW,	GROW,	FARM	

	

Use	abstract	terms	to	express	historical	ideas	and	
information.	Abstract	terms	include	nouns,	such	as	
empire,	civilisation,	parliament	,	peasantry,	conquest,	
continuity,	discovery,	interpretation,	invasion,	nation,	
significance	and	sacrifice.	
	

HOLA	MEXICO	

	 	 	  	 	 	 	

Place	 Local	history	 	  Analyse	a	range	of	historical	information	to	explain	how	a	
national	or	international	event	has	impacted	the	locality.	National	
and	international	historical	events,	such	as	wars,	invasions,	
disease,	the	invention	of	new	technologies	and	changes	in	
leadership,	can	have	a	positive	or	negative	impact	on	a	locality	
and	can	shape	the	beliefs,	identity,	settlement	and	culture	of	
people	in	the	locality.	
	
URBAN	PIONEERS	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	

Describe	and	explain	the	impact	of	a	past	society	on	a	local	
settlement	or	community.	A	past	event	or	society	can	impact	
a	local	settlement	in	several	ways,	including	the	layout	and	
use	of	land	in	the	settlement;	changes	to	the	number	of	
people	who	lived	or	worked	there	over	time;	the	creation	of	
human	features,	such	as	canals,	castles	or	factories;	place	
names	and	language.	
	
1066	

	

Investigate	evidence	of	invasion	and	settlement	in	the	
locality.	Evidence	of	invasion	and	settlement	can	
include	buildings,	earthworks	and	other	forms	of	
archaeological	evidence;	place	names	and	family	
names;	primary	and	secondary	sources	of	
information,	including	documents	and	artefacts,	
stories,	myths	and	legends.	
	
FIREDAMP	AND	DAVY	LAMPS	

	

Present	an	in-depth	study	of	a	local	town	or	city,	
suggesting	how	to	source	the	required	information.	
Sources	of	information	for	a	study	of	a	local	town	or	
city	include	primary	sources,	such	as	letters,	diaries,	
official	documents,	artefacts	and	buildings	that	were	
created	at	the	time	of	specific	events,	and	secondary	
sources,	such	as	memorial	and	commemorative	
plaques,	information	books	and	research	produced	
after	the	event.	
	
FALLEN	FIELDS	
A	CHILD’S	WAR	



	 	 	  	 	 	 	

Materials	 Artefacts	and	sources	 	  Make	deductions	and	draw	conclusions	about	the	reliability	of	a	
historical	source	or	artefact.	Interviews,	diaries,	letters,	journals,	
speeches,	autobiographies,	artefacts,	photographs	and	witness	
statements	are	historical	source	materials.	However,	some	
historical	source	materials	are	more	reliable	than	others.	

Identify	and	discuss	different	viewpoints	in	a	range	of	historical	
materials	and	primary	and	secondary	sources.	Historical	
viewpoints	demonstrate	what	a	person	thinks	and	feels	about	a	
historical	event	or	person.	Primary	sources	include	documents	or	
artefacts	created	by	a	witness	to	a	historical	event	at	the	time	it	
happened.	Secondary	sources	were	created	by	someone	who	did	
not	experience	or	participate	in	the	event.	A	secondary	source	
interprets	and	analyses	a	primary	source.	
	
URBAN	PIONEERS	
EMPIRES	AND	EMPERORS	
THROUGH	THE	AGES	
ROCKS,	RELICS	AND	RUMBLES	

Explain	how	the	design,	decoration	and	materials	used	to	
make	an	artefact	can	provide	evidence	of	the	wealth,	power	
and	status	of	the	object’s	owner.	Historical	artefacts	can	
reveal	much	about	the	object's	use	or	owner.	For	example,	
highly	decorated	artefacts	made	of	precious	materials	and	
created	by	highly	skilled	craftsmen	suggest	the	owner	was	
wealthy	and	important,	whereas	simple	objects	made	of	
readily	available	materials	suggest	the	owner	was	poor	and	
unimportant.	

Identify	bias	in	primary	and	secondary	sources.	Bias	is	the	
act	of	supporting	or	opposing	a	person	or	thing	in	an	unfair	
way.	
	
I	AM	WARRIOR!	
TRADERS	AND	RAIDERS	

	

Use	a	range	of	historical	sources	or	artefacts	to	build	
a	picture	of	a	historical	event	or	person.	Using	a	
range	of	historical	sources	and	artefacts	can	reveal	a	
clearer	and	more	accurate	picture	about	a	historical	
event	or	person.	

Find	evidence	from	different	sources,	identify	bias	
and	form	balanced	arguments.	Bias	is	the	act	of	
supporting	or	opposing	a	person	or	thing	in	an	unfair	
way.	A	balanced	argument	is	a	response	to	a	question	
or	statement	where	you	consider	both	viewpoints	
about	a	historical	event	or	person.	
	
PHARAOHS	

	

Ask	perceptive	questions	to	evaluate	an	artefact	or	
historical	source.	Questions	can	be	used	to	evaluate	
the	usefulness	of	a	historical	source.	Examples	
include	'Who	created	the	source?	Why	was	the	
source	created?	Does	the	source	contain	any	bias?	
When	was	the	source	created?	Is	the	source	similar	
to	others	made	at	the	same	time?	Does	the	source	
contain	any	information	that	is	untrue?'	

Identify	different	types	of	bias	in	historical	sources	
and	explain	the	impact	of	that	bias.	Different	types	of	
bias	include	political,	cultural	or	racial.	
	
FALLEN	FIELDS	
A	CHILD’S	WAR	
FROZEN	KINGDOMS	
DARWIN’S	DELIGHTS	

	

	 	 	  	 	 	 	

 
  



 

 

History Impact 

 

The curriculum at Diamond Hall Junior Academy is well planned and thought-through to enable a 
wide range of engagement, so to develop knowledge and skills cross the curriculum, not only within 
class but in providing out of class opportunities to enable children to develop themselves as learners 
and encourage each child to be as independent as possible. Pupil voice feedback, specific whole staff 
planning time and moderation during staff meetings allows the staff to regularly review and assess 
the impact that the curriculum is having. 

Regular and robust monitoring and scrutiny by SLT and Subject leaders provide first-hand evidence 
of how pupils are doing and ensures that high expectation and demanding outcomes are 
maintained.  In-school and cross-school moderation is quality assured. 

We are working with NELT primary schools and Hermitage Academy, to develop, monitor and quality 
assure our curriculum quality and provision.  

The impact of out curriculum is measured through a range of different strategies:  

•  Data which is produced from summative tests as well as on-going teacher assessments  

•  Work scrutiny 

•  Learning walks  

•  Pupil voice 

•  Lesson observations  

Monitoring is conducted by members of the senior leadership team and subject leaders. Governors 
are invited to work alongside us with our monitoring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



History Memorable Experiences (suggested) 
 

Year 
Group 

Topic Experience Impact 

    

3 Through The Ages Wild Adventure Day Session at Hardwick Park  
Durham University Stone Age to Bronze Age Workshop 
https://www.dur.ac.uk/4schools/programme/ks2/history/ 
Visit a prehistoric site – Lordenshaws 
Visit Durham Museum of Archaeology 
https://www.dur.ac.uk/archaeology.museum/whatshere/prehistoric/ 

Knowledge of history from an 
expert. 
Being able to view artefacts and 
make comparisons to their own 
lives. 

Emperors and 
Empires 

Arrange a visit to a living museum to learn about life in ancient Rome 
such as Housesteads, Vindolanda 

Local area study 
Real life history 

    

4 I Am Warrior! Visit Roman Fort – Segedunum  
https://segedunumromanfort.org.uk/ 
The Battle of Neville’s Cross 

 

Traders and 
Raiders 

Durham Cathedral Visit 
Anglo-Saxon Life Workshop 
https://www.dur.ac.uk/4schools/programme/ks2/history/ 

Local history 
Our origins 

1066 Role Play Drama – act out the battle Bringing learning to life 

    

5 Off with her head! Visit Lumley or Raby Castle To compare a local landmark to 
Hampton Court Palace. 
First-hand experience of what 
royal life was like during Tudor 
times. 

Firedamp and 
Davy Lamps 

Visit Mines at Beamish  
Invite a local miner into school to talk to children 

Talk to experts with first-hand 
experience/knowledge.  
Emersion into era. 

Pharaohs Durham Oriental Museum Exhibition View artefacts and speak to 
experts 

    

6 Fallen Fields Play the Leaving for war audio and explain to the children that it is a 
monologue of a young soldier as he prepares to leave home for the 
Western Front at the beginning of the First World War. 

 

 A Child’s War Bring in grandparents  
https://www.durhamatwar.org.uk/ 
Beamish Museum War Workshop 
https://www.beamish.org.uk/learning-activity/evacuees/ 

Learn about the Second World 
Wartime Home Front. 
Understand what it was like to 
be evacuated. 
Empathise with what it was like 
to be an evacuee in World War 
2. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Knowledge Organisers 

 

Year Three: Scrumdiddlyumpcious 

 

 



 

Year Three: Through the Ages 

 

 

 



 

Year Three: Urban Pioneers 

 

 

 

 



Year Three: Emperors and Empires 

 

 

 



Year Three: Rocks, Relics and Rumbles 

 

 

 



Year Four: I Am Warrior 

 

 

 

 



Year Four: Traders and Raiders 

 

 
 

  



Year Four: Road Trip USA 

 

 
 

 



Year Four: 1066 

 

 
 

 

Year Five: Off with Her Head 



 

 

 

 

 

Year Five: Pharaohs 



 

 

 

  



Year Five: Sow, Grow and Farm 

 

 

 



Year Five: Firedamp and Davy Lamp 

 

 

 

  



Year Six: Fallen Fields 

 

 

 

  



Year Six: A Child’s War 

 

 

 

 

 



Year Six: Frozen Kingdoms 

 

  



Year Six: Hola Mexico! 

 

 

 

 


